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Breast Ultrasonography: Old or New?
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Abstract

Harmonic Imaging, Frequency compound, Superb microvascular Imaging, Elastosonography, 3/4D ultrasonography, Authomatized breast 
ultrasonography and High frequency Sonography are only some of the advanced technology in breast ultrasonography imaging. Although the 
high operator-dependence and despite of the presence of new methods, at the state, there is no technique that can replace the handle 2D B 
mode ultrasonography, not only for the detection but also to guide interventional procedures, like fine needle aspiration or biopsies. In detail, 
automatized breast ultrasonography could be used as a useful tool in the completion of breast cancer screening in dense breasts and HFU can 
be helpful in the evaluation of superficial lesions or in nipple discharge. 
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Introduction
In the last years, many techniques are developed to increase 

the performance of breast ultrasonography and to improve cost/
effectiveness ratio. Harmonic Imaging, Frequency compound, 
Superb microvascular Imaging, Elastosonography, 3/4D 
ultrasonography, Authomatized breast ultrasonography and High 
frequency Sonography are only some of the advanced technology 
in under forty first level breast cancer screening [1]. Although 
the advancement of these new technologies that can improve 
the accuracy of the diagnosis and reduce the patient anxiety 
[2], dedicated breast training during residency or in specialized 
radiologist is required. Breast ultrasonography can distinguish 
cystic from solid masses and is a valid help to guide interventional 
procedures, such as US-guided fine needle cytology or biopsies 
[3,4]; is a cheap, non-invasive, quick and safe diagnostic tool used 
as a complementary exam in over forty women and as the main 
exam in under forty patients. However, the main limitation of 
breast ultrasonography is operator dependent nature and its low 
specificity, leading to a high rate of false positive results [5].

2D Breast Ultrasonography with 3D and 4D Reconstruction
Modern breast US systems have broad-band high frequency 

probes (6-16 MhZ) with high multidimensional imaging level; 
3D ultrasonography allows the study of the surrounding studies 
in three orthogonal planes with an update also of BIRADS system  

 
[6]. A composed imaging reduces shadowing artifacts and avoids  
overlapping scans; it allows to visualize the lesion in more than 
one plans, thanks to the rotation of the y-axis, with the availability 
of more standardized images such as in coronal plane [7] and 
to have the more accurate measure of the long axis; in adjunct 
the volume evaluation is possible [8]. Four dimensional breast 
ultrasonography is able to demonstrate the elasticity of the lesion 
elasticity, thanks to movement of compression and decompression 
of breast tissue. Four-D grey scale ultrasonography do not enhance 
true-positive results or reduce false-positive ones [9]. The add 
of ev contrast further improves the diagnostic accuracy in 3D 
imaging, even if is not of common use because of the lack of spread 
and the cost of the exam [10].

Harmonic Imaging – Frequency Compound  
Tissue harmonic imaging is an automatized tissue optimization 

that enhances contrast to optimize the image quality; so it can be 
considered an adjunct to conventional breast ultrasound with an 
improving of detectability and characterization [11]. It improves 
also the visualization of the needle against fatty background 
during breast interventional procedures [12]. Even if the tissue 
imaging plays a role in fatty breasts, compound imaging improves 
lesion echo texture assessment. The combination between this 
too methods could be a useful tool in the detection and in the 
characterization of breast lesions [13].
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Superb Microvascular Imaging (SMI) 
The development of Colour Doppler Flow Imaging (CDFI) 

consists in the detection of cery small or micro blood flow states, 
the SMI that use an algorithm that allows the visualization of 
minute vessels with slow velocity without using an ev contrast 
media. The limitations are due to the high sensitivity of the 
technique due to extraneous Doppler signals (motion artifacts) 
indistinguishable from blood flow; to increase the specificity, SMI 
associated to CDFI is preferable [14].

Elastosonography
The implementation of 2D ultrasonography takes advantages 

of the hardening of malignant breast tissues. Elastosonography 
can measure the degrees of stiffness in different tissues. The 
exam is composed by three phases: a) low-frequency vibration; 
b) colour mapping of stiffness; c) stiffness parameters. However, 
the manual compression could modify the elastography results, 
even if the methods are able to increase sensitivity in BI-RADS 
3 lesions and to increase the detection rate of malignant lesions 
[15]. The acoustic radiation force impulse (ARFI) is a freehand 
compression technique that allows standardizing the technique; 
however the overlapping of benign and malignant lesions 
hardness causes a limited actual clinical application; to date, only 
combining conventional ultrasonography with elastosonography 
can direct the decision of interventional procedures [15]. Indeed, 
more prospective trials are necessary to determine if quantitative 
analysis of images can help to overcome some pitfalls of this 
method [16] (Figure 1).

Figure 1: A, D, G – conventional 2D B mode ultrasonography; 
B, E, H – ColorDoppler Flow Imaging (CDFI); C, F, I- 
Elastosonography
A – oval mass with smoothmargins and 
omogenealinternalechopattern, absence of vascularization (B) 
and stiffnessin a large part of the examined area – DIAGNOSIS: 
fibroadenoma
D – oval/round hypoechoiclesion with irregularmargins 
and intralesionalvascularization (E); no 
elasticityatElastosonographyimplementation (F) – DIAGNOSIS: 
benignnodule
G – irregular mass with disomogenealinternalechopattern, 
vascularizationat CDFI (H) and stiffness (I) – DIAGNOSIS : 
ductal carcinoma

Automatized Breast Ultrasonography (ABUS)
ABUS was introduced more than 10 years ago and it has 

evolved and improved until the new models are disseminated. 
The standardize technique, the reproducibility, and the operator – 
independence gave to ABUS a role as a complementary exam after 
screening mammography in dense breasts [17]. ABUS scanner 
of new generation are supine water-coupled scanning with 4 to 
7 Mhz transducers that can acquire until 2000-5000 images and 
some of these equipments can also do 3D reconstructions; despite 
the width of the probe (from 12 to 26 cm), in some cases of large 
breasts, more than one scan could be necessary. The time of the 
execution of the exam is about 15 minutes, less than the time 
necessary for handle breast ultrasonography (about 19 minutes) 
[18]. ABUS can minimize the number of recalls in mammography 
screening, even if a second handle breast ultrasonography 
could be necessary for the BI-RADS judgment and to guide 
interventional procedures, such as fine needle aspiration or core 
biopsies. Indeed, the irreplaceable breast training demonstrates 
also that automated breast ultrasonography cannot be preferred 
to a manual US examination [19] in clinical senology, but only in 
breast cancer screening.

Very High Frequency Ultrasonography (HFU)
The high frequency ultrasonography probes (until 70 MHz) 

allows an evaluation within the first centimeter of the skin 
surface with high spatial resolution although reduced the low 
depth of penetration with a good assessment of skin [20], first 
order ducal involvement and nipple-area complex. That is exactly 
why HFU represents a valid complement of a conventional 
breast ultrasonography also in hereditary syndromes with 
breast involvement [21,22]. HFU allows also the evaluation 
of dermatologic diseases of the breast, the skin thickness, the 
retraction assessment, papillary lesions, inflammatory carcinoma 
or Paget disease and could have a role in the assessment of nipple 
discharge. In our institution, are in progress some experimental 
studies with the first ultra-high-frequency US system (Vevo MD; 
FUJIFILM Visual Sonics, Amsterdam, the Netherlands; 48–70-
MHz linear-array transducer). Preliminary results consist of 
the different layers of the skin with the differentiation of the 
superficial layer of the superficial fascia and of the cutaneous and 
subcutaneous structures [23].

Conclusion
At the state, in our experience, according to literature, 

there is no technique that can replace the conventional 2D B 
mode ultrasonography; all these methods presented could be 
considered as an implementation of the standard exam, associated 
to the patient history and the clinical breast exam in under forty 
patients; mammography is mandatory in over forty females. The 
evaluation of the semiotic signs of the lesion in conventional exam, 
associated to adjunct signs, determined by SMI, Harmonic Imaging, 
3D reconstructions could direct but not replace an interventional 
procedure. Automatized breast ultrasonography could be used as 
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a useful tool in the completion of breast cancer screening in dense 
breasts and HFU can be helpful in the deepening of the superficial 
breast lesions or skin diseases with breast involvement or in 
nipple discharge. In conclusion the “new” breast ultrasonography 
can only put beside the conventional breast ultrasonography but 
not replace it.
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